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Purpose of this document:
If you have signed up or are getting ready to sign up for SoHungry, that is awesome! Here is a guide to hopefully help
you find information that explains when & how to use SoHungry as well as to explain some various settings that are
available and answer some frequently asked questions.

Overview:
SoHungry was designed for restaurants/caterers specifically to take online orders and to offer many bells & whistles and
configuration options such as Pre-Order events if you’re a caterer.

Why take Online Orders?
When you think about all the time spent by customers standing in line at a food restaurants/caterer, and then waiting
for the food to be cooked, as well as all the time you spend waiting on customers in your window, it’s definitely not hard
to realize the benefits of taking online orders. Not to mention the fact that it is proven science that when people order
online, they tend to spend more money. Various reasons for this is the obvious fact that people can see appealing
photos of your food, upsell opportunities as food is confirmed into the shopping cart, as well as tip/gratuity selection.
You should definitely see an increase in your profits when you start offering online ordering. People also simply don’t
want to spend their valuable lunch or dinner hour waiting in line!
Our system allows you to signup, configure your settings, and import or manually enter your menu items. Then, you
advertise your direct ordering links. Communicate them on your social media, web site, or even on printed signs. Yes,
we offer Apps for iOS and Android in the App Stores (coming soon), however, customers don’t have to install the app to
order from you. They can just click on the link and be brought to a device-friendly web page. They add your menu items
to their cart, select a pickup (or delivery if enabled) time, pay in the app, and submit the order. Then, you get alerts and
begin cooking the food (see Alerts section further below). You can even configure an Order Prep Time (so you have time
to cook the food before the customer tries to pick it up from you), and we even have order throttling options so you
don’t get overwhelmed.

Why use SoHungry?
SoHungry is completely free for restaurants/caterers to use! How do we make money? We tack on a small convenience
fee that the customer ultimately pays. Or, upgrade to the Premium plan to lower the customer convenience fee while at
the same time take advantage of profit sharing as well as a built-in loyalty reward option for your customers. The
convenience fee is added onto their bill total and nothing is hidden from the customer. Just a few of the things we offer
that make us specific to restaurants/caterers are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quickly activate and deactivate when you ready or when you need to stop taking online orders. We call this Go
Online/Go Active and is always one or two clicks away from you in terms of the navigation.
Customers can see when you are Active/Online on our mapping page and where you are currently located.
We have order throttling and order prep time to ensure you have enough time to prepare the food prior to the
customer wanting it ready for pickup (or delivery).
Futured Dated Pre-Orders! That’s right, you don’t have to be Active/Online and you can still take pre-orders for a
future date/time.
Direct Ordering Links and other valuable links for your customers!
Notify customers via SMS Txt Msg on the Order Tracking screen when their food is ready for pickup.
We give you access to post your Event Calendar and even sync one with Google Maps! Direct link to your events can
be posted for your followers.
Customers can see your future schedule so they can plan ahead and attend events that you are attending.

•
•
•

•

•

We have tons of New Order Alerts built into our app!
We have menu import from Square or a Clover account.
We also have Future Scheduling for Pre-Orders. This way, if you have an event booked out a couple days from now,
you can enter that date/time into the system and allow people to place the order with you now, even if your
restaurants/caterer isn’t currently ‘Active/Online’. This way, for your upcoming event, you know approximately how
much food to bring and how many people you’re serving.
Most restaurants/caterers are making anywhere from 15% - 30% more per order. This is HUGE! Yes, sometimes
customers leave you gratuity when they pay at your window, however from our experience, we are seeing MOST
orders going through SoHungry wherein the customer is tipping you because it’s front and center on their screen!
In most cases, you actually receive the money in your Square, Clover, or PayPal account, before you even get
alerted! Yes, that’s right, customers must pay for their order during the submission process. It is safely in your
account as you begin seeing the order notifications and alerts. REMEMBER: the customer pays for the $1.25
convenience fee and it gets added onto the total order price. This convenience fee goes temporarily into your
account when using Square and then it gets transferred over to SoHungry automatically. Square counts this
convenience fee as a “fee” that it will appear that you are paying alongside the Square processing fees. However,
this is not the case and the customer is ultimately paying for this, however it does pass through your Square account
and will appear to you as an extra fee even though it is not you who ultimately paid for this fee. For Clover, you will
get billed monthly so that we can reclaim our convenience fees which were passed from the customer into your
Clover account at the time of sale. So, each month, Clover bills you for these fees so they can pass from your
account over to our SoHungry account.

SoHungry App (coming soon) vs. Web Browser
•

•

Our system can be used on our App for iOS or Android, or ANY device with a modern web browser. YES, even if you
have a really old tablet or iPad that the app won’t install on, chances are good that you can still use the browser and
go to www.sohungry.net and login and manage everything from there.
In fact, the main difference between our App and simply going to www.sohungry.net, is that for
restaurants/caterers themselves, having the App installed will allow you to receive an additional Push Notification to
alert you of a new order. Everything else is exactly the same between the App and the web-based version! In fact,
in many cases, although the App provides some convenience because there’s a quick shortcut to launch it right on
your desktop, there are some quirky things that just don’t work “great” in the App such as printing receipts. iOS in
particular tends to block popups. It may work on your phone but then on the App for iPad, for whatever reason, it
gets blocked. The suggestion here would be to pick which one works for you and then use it consistently. Try out
the app, then if something isn’t working quite right, give the web-browser a shot!

Core Concepts
There are 2 ways to take orders in SoHungry and with either of these options you can configure whether you allow only
walk-up 'Pickup' orders and/or 'Delivery' orders. These are configured under Settings/Delivery. You should also configure
your Order Prep Time or any Throttling options to ensure you have enough time to prepare the food (found under
Settings/Throttling).
1. The typical use of SoHungry is parking your restaurants/caterer and going Active/Online on the My Status page.
This is for the normal food restaurants/caterer business wherein you have parked your restaurants/caterer and
actively taking and fulfilling orders for customers. This is referred to as on-demand/intraday/real-time orders.
When you Go Online, you must set your location on the map and select an auto-deactivation time wherein you
select the very last time of day that you will accept your last online order. For restaurants/caterers who offer
delivery, you can set your delivery radius under Settings/Delivery and your current map location on the My
Status page will be used to calculate delivery radius.

2. The other way to use SoHungry is configuring various dates/time wherein you will accept future pre-orders. For
example, you could schedule a timeframe that you will allow for pickup/delivery orders to be booked with you
for next Saturday from 3:00 PM - 7:00 PM. As customers order, they will need to select a timeslot within that
range for the pickup (or delivery). For restaurants/caterers performing delivery, you can optionally set your
location as well as a delivery radius as you enter your various Future Schedule Pre-Order availability. This is all
done under Settings/Future Schedule Pre-Orders. There is typically NOT a need to Go Online/Active on the My
Status screen if you just want to allow people to schedule ahead pre-orders for a future date. The only
exception to this would be if you’re a food restaurants/caterer who serves on-demand/intraday/real-time
orders WHO ALSO just so happens to have an event on some date in the future that you’re allowing customers
to pre-order for that event as well. When you create future pre-order dates & times, the address you specify for
each pre-order will help identify you on the map.

Look Around!
If you’re just getting started and you’re currently logged into SoHungry, we encourage you to poke around at the various
settings and screens. Some of this stuff is very self-explanatory because we have tried to design the system to be quick
& easy to setup and begin using.
We are always adding new functionality. If you have requests or ideas, feel free to email them to
support@sohungry.net or submit the Support Form. Occasionally, to see what might be new, Log Out, and visit the
public pages at www.sohungry.net. You may have briefly glanced at these pages before you signed up. But, take a spin
through them again just to see what is new! In particular, take a glance at the Release Notes and the Features pages:

What happens when I receive an order notification?
As orders come in, you can choose to print from your device to a wireless, Bluetooth printer in your restaurants/caterer.
Or, set your device up where you can see it as you cook and prepare the food, so you can view all the order information.
Or, use swivel-chair, and simply write down the order on paper and use the paper for the order information.

Profit sharing
If you are a food restaurants/caterer on or Premium Plan, not only does the customer-paid convenience fee get lowered,
you will:
1. Receive a portion of this convenience fee and KEEP IT with every order!
2. A portion of the convenience fee, your customer will keep and it will accrue on a loyalty reward for them to
redeem with you later.

Settings
The settings screen is your main control point to set important configurations for your restaurants/caterer. Depending
on how you operate, you may need to adjust the settings daily, or, if you only perform intraday (on-demand) orders and
Go Online/Active each time you’re ready to take orders, you may not need to visit Settings as often.

General Tab
Here is information that you need to complete or ensure is accurate:
Make sure your food restaurants/caterer name, email address, and phone information are all correct. Some of this
information will show up as customers are ordering with you, and some of this information will show up on the autoresponder receipt that the customer will receive when they submit their order.
Time Zone – select your appropriate time zone.
Special Instructions – if you have a special message or instructions to tell your customers, enter it here and it will appear
above your menu, but below your logo, on the ordering screens.

Image/Logo Upload – browse to a photo and select it. Then, click the Upload button. Your photo is now saved and will
appear on the main search results/mapping page in SoHungry. It will also appear at the top of the screen as customers
go through the ordering process. Note: after you upload a logo, you will need to navigate back to the Settings page in
order to see it appear.

Payments Tab
As of right now, we are able to integrate with Square, Clover (coming soon), and PayPal.

Square – This is the preferred method of payment, and it will work with SoHungry on the USD currency type as well as
some International Currency types such as CAD, AUD, etc.. Apple Pay is also an available payment method and is
automatically supported if you choose Square. Apple Payments still get processed through the Square back-end.
We also have an integration built with Square that allows you to import an existing Square menu into SoHungry. This
helps you save time so that you don’t have to maintain your menu in both places. Only the main menu items are
imported into SoHungry and no menu information will ever go back into Square. It is a one-way pull of data and will
only happen when you click on the Sync Square Menu button on the top of the Menu Setup page in SoHungry. Please
note, the first time you try to perform a Menu Import from Square, or the very first time you Go Online in SoHungry, you
will be redirected to Square to give us permissions to do payments on your behalf as well as to import your menu from
Square.
Once you have Square configured, from the Payments tab under Settings, you are able to choose a specific Square
Location that you’d like to use with SoHungry. This is the location that your money will go into as Square processes the
payments. We use an embedded Square payment widget on the checkout screen to ensure credit cards are safe and
secure and we never store any credit card information in SoHungry. Everything goes directly into Square. Note: If you

use the Square App and if you are not seeing payments immediately, make sure to verify you are selected on the correct
Square Location (if you have multiple locations defined), and make sure you are looking under ‘Transactions’ in Square.
If you still don’t see your transactions, go to the full Square web site and look there. In some cases, we do see delays
wherein the Square App may not show you the transactions as fast as the full Square web site. If you need to grant a
customer a refund, simply login to your Square account and refund their money.
Note: With Square, we tack on a $1.25 convenience fee ($0.60 when you upgrade to the Premium Plan) that the
customer pays for and this gets added onto the total order price. This convenience fee goes temporarily into your
account when using Square and then it gets transferred over to SoHungry automatically. This is how we reclaim our
convenience fee off of you. Remember, it is not you, but the customer who ultimately paid for this convenience fee.
When on the Premium Plan, you keep $0.20 for profit sharing and $0.20 towards the customer loyalty reward
redemption (in the event they redeem it on a future order with you). The end result when on the Premium Plan is that
only $0.20 transfers over to SoHungry for each order. Remember, the convenience fee is tacked onto the order and was
paid by the customer and you’re getting to keep a portion of it when on the Premium Plan!
Square Dashboard – Sample Screenshot. Notice that Square is counting the SoHungry Convenience Fee and using it to
calculate a fee rate. However, Square does not know that the customer is actually paying this fee and it is getting added
onto your order total and being deposited into your Square account temporarily and then passing out to SoHungry via a
“Transfer”. This can alarm a lot of people who don’t understand that this is just passing through your Square account
and Square calculates it as if it were an extra fee that you are paying. This is NOT the case since this extra $1.25 fee is
added onto the customer side and they pay for it. It does however go into your account and then right back out. Most
“card not present” transactions are currently around 2.9% + $0.30 but is subject to change by Square at any time.

Square Transaction List – Sample Screenshot:

Click to view the Transaction Details – Sample Screenshot:

Sales Tax Calculations:
In order to keep sales tax calculations as close as possible with Square, SoHungry has implemented “Bankers’ Rounding”
which is the same rounding procedure performed by Square. You can read more about Bankers’ Rounding here:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rounding

Clover – at present time, it will only integrate with SoHungry for use with the USD Currency Type. Therefore, if you
operate internationally, you will not be able to use this method of payment when customers check out.
We also have an integration built with Clover that allows you to import an existing Clover menu into SoHungry. This
helps you save time so that you don’t have to maintain your menu in both places. Only the main menu items are
imported into SoHungry and no menu information will ever go back into Clover. It is a one-way pull of data and will only
happen when you click on the Sync Clover Menu button on the top of the Menu Setup page in SoHungry. Please note,
the first time you try to perform a Menu Import from Clover, or the very first time you Go Online in SoHungry, you will
be redirected to Clover and you will need to click the Connect button to connect our SoHungry app to your Clover
account. This also gives us permissions to do payments on your behalf as well as to import your menu from Clover.
We use an embedded Clover payment widget on the checkout screen to ensure credit cards are safe and secure and we
never store any credit card information in SoHungry. Everything goes directly into Clover.
Note: With Clover, we tack on a $1.25 convenience fee ($0.85 when you upgrade to the Premium Plan) that the
customer pays for and this gets added onto the total order price. This convenience fee goes temporarily into your
account when using Clover and then it gets transferred over to SoHungry automatically each month through Clover
Metered Billing. This is how we reclaim our convenience fee off of you, that the customer paid for, and that went into
your Clover account at the time the order was submitted. Remember, it is not you, but the customer who ultimately
paid for this convenience fee. It goes in your account and then all convenience fees pass over to SoHungry monthly
when Clover bills you for them. When on the Premium Plan, you keep $0.20 for profit sharing and $0.20 towards the
customer loyalty reward redemption (in the event they redeem it on a future order with you). The end result when on
the Premium Plan is the Metered Billing charge results in $0.45 to you. But remember, the convenience fee is tacked
onto the order and was paid by the customer and you’re getting to keep a portion of it when on the Premium Plan!
Screenshot of what the Orders will look like in Clover when passed over from SoHungry.

Note: Most “card not present” transactions are currently around 2.9% + $0.30 but is subject to change by Clover at any
time.

PayPal – This payment method along with Square will work internationally with SoHungry and the Square integration is
our preferred option. When using PayPal, as customers make payment, they are redirected to a secure, PayPal hosted,
web page. They can either login and pay with an existing PayPal account, or they can choose to pay with a credit card if
they do not have a PayPal account. Check with PayPal for their current rate. Based on your volume, they may be able to
offer you a lower rate. You just need a free Business PayPal account to use PayPal with SoHungry. During the checkout
process, the customer submits the order, then, after they proceed to PayPal and make payment, they are redirected
back to SoHungry. When this happens, two parallel payments go through to PayPal. One payment goes directly into
your PayPal account (the food restaurants/caterer owner), the other payment goes directly to our SoHungry PayPal

account which gives us our convenience fee that the customer ultimately pays for. If you need to grant a customer a
refund, simply login to your PayPal account and refund their money.

Alerts Tab
A variety of alerts occur when a customer submits and successfully pays for an order in SoHungry. Also, the order is
never displayed to you, nor is the order ever successfully submitted, until the customer goes through and has a
successful payment. Therefore, you can be certain that if you are receiving an alert, the customer has made a successful
transaction and the money has been deposited into your selected payment provider’s account (Square, Clover, or
PayPal).
Email Auto-responders – as orders are submitted, the customer receives an email auto-responder confirming the details
of their order. You, as the food restaurants/caterer owner, are Bcc’d on this email and will also receive it.
SMS Txt Messages – you may provide an SMS phone number to receive the text message alerts as orders arrive. The full
details are included in the txt message. However, due to the character length of some orders, it is suggested that you
use this to alert you of the order, but refer to one of our other mechanisms when actually cooking and fulfilling the
order.
Push Notifications – as long as you have downloaded the SoHungry App (coming soon) from one of the two App Stores
(Apple App Store or Google Play), and you have logged into the App on your device at least one time, you have the
option of enabling push notifications when prompted on the device. If you accidentally click Deny when prompted, go
into your main Settings on your device and find the Notifications setting and re-enable it. As orders come in, you will
receive these notifications and on your Lock Screen as long as you haven’t re-configured this setting on your device.
Also, it is important to note… You DO NOT have to use the App on the device as your primary method of using SoHungry.
For example, it is suggested that you download and install the App just so you have it for Push Notification functionality,
however the full www.sohungry.net web site has essentially the exact same functionality and in some cases will actually
work better due to pop-up blocking that sometimes occurs in native-running apps. So, you may decide to install the app
and then for whatever reason, you may decide to use the web-based version as your primary management tool when
interacting with SoHungry.
Order Tracking Screen – As orders arrive, the order tracking screen will automatically refresh and you’ll see the order
appear on the screen. More information regarding using the Ordering Tracking Screen is covered in a different section.

‘New Order Arrived’ Notification – this is an additional notification option that you can choose to enable on the bottom
of the Alerts tab. This ensures that you still get a popup notification on the device if you are on a different screen in
SoHungry and you don’t necessarily need to be on the Order Tracking Screen. This notification will be displayed
regardless of if you are using the SoHungry app or the web-based version. However, if you already have Push
Notifications turned on and have the SoHungry native app installed, you may want to turn this alert OFF, as it could end
up being duplicative and an annoyance getting too many notifications. This is something that would be suggested if for
whatever reason you cannot install the native running SoHungry app on your device due to its age.

Advertise Tab
There are a variety of links that you can use to communicate out your direct ordering link (web URL) as well as even print
your Food Restaurants/caterer Sign which contains your unique food restaurants/caterer number. The food
restaurants/caterer sign gives instructions to your customers as to how to order from you. Likewise, you can send them
your direct ordering link to bring them directly into your menu to begin the order process. If you are not Active/Online
or if you don’t have any future scheduled dates defined for pre-orders, your customers will see a message that you are
not able to take orders right now.

Coupons Tab – allows you to define one or many coupon codes that customers can use for incentives. It would be up
to you to communicate these codes and their availability out to your customers. You can create codes that would give
them a % off the order as well as a flat amount off the order. You can also Activate and Deactivate codes as necessary
such as if you want to temporarily stop allowing it. Customers can enter the code during the checkout process prior to
payment and receive the discount.

Throttling Tab
The throttling tab helps to ensure you can keep up with the demand from your customers.
Set Order Prep Time – you can set an order prep time that you might require to give you time to prepare the food. Keep
in mind that your order prep time may be different depending on your week’s schedule and your itinerary.
•

•

For example, for real-time intraday (on-demand) ordering, wherein traditionally you handled mostly walk-up
orders, you might want to set this value lower such as 15 Minutes. This would prevent the customer from
placing an order for pickup (or delivery) and would disallow them from scheduling an order time unless it is at
least 15 minutes from now.
For example, on Future Dated Pre-Orders, you may want to adjust this setting to a longer duration if you’re
taking pre-orders for an event that is still a couple days from now. This would give you the ability to gauge how
much food you should have on-hand, when to start preparing it, and how many orders you believe you’ll have to
fulfill. A typical value for this setting might be something like 1 Day for future pre-orders.
o If you have an event coming up on Friday, and today is Wednesday, if you have this value set to 1 Day, it
will allow the customer to place an order for Friday, up until the Friday day on the calendar is reached.
So, they could place an order for Friday up until Thursday night at midnight. Hours and Minutes are
calculated according to whatever the current time is compared to the time the customer has selected
for pickup (or delivery). However, if you use the Days dropdown, this is based on calendar days rather
than a calculation based on 24 hours.

Throttling Options – this is queue based and is typically used for throttling the amount of orders that can be placed for
each 15-minute increment while you’re actively serving food. These options are typically more useful for real-time,
intraday (on-demand) orders when you are Online/Active in the system (as per the My Status) page. These options
aren’t as useful for future scheduled (pre-orders) that you may have out into the future for future dates.

•

Do not throttle orders – no enforcement is made. Whatever the customer chooses for an order pickup time is
accepted, as long as it is outside of whatever time might be defined for an Order Prep Time.

•

I want to set a maximum # orders that can be scheduled in EACH 15-minute time slot – For example, if you have
this value set to 5, then as customers submit their order, if there are already 5 orders submitted for pickup (or
delivery) at the 5:15 PM timeslot, the customer will be forced to choose an alternate time slot.

•

I want to set a maximum # of open orders that can be scheduled in EACH 15-minute time slot, but as I mark
orders completed, allow the queue to open up – For example, if you have this value set to 5, then as customers
submit their order, if there are already 5 orders submitted for pickup (or delivery) at the 5:15 PM timeslot and
you haven’t since marked any of those orders as Completed (which would open up a slot in the queue), the
customer will be forced to choose an alternate time slot.

•

I want to set a maximum # of open orders, regardless of time slot selected, but as I mark orders completed,
allow the queue to open up – For example, if you have this value set to 5, then as customers submit their order,
if there are already 5 orders submitted for pickup (or delivery) in ANY timeslot and you haven’t since marked any
of those orders as Completed (which would open up a slot), the customer will simply not be able to place the
order whatsoever until you mark some orders Completed on the Order Tracking screen.

Note: When you are in Test Ordering mode, you can see which timeslots have been removed due to your Order Prep
Time or Throttling Settings. See the Test Ordering section in this guide for more about timeslot troubleshooting.

Delivery Tab
You can specify whether or not you will take only pickup orders wherein the customer is expected to walk over to your
restaurants/caterer and pickup the food out of the window when it is ready. This is the default. Or, you can offer a
combination of Pickup and/or Delivery, or even set this value to Delivery Only. For delivery, you have the option of
adding an additional charge to the customer for delivery orders. You can also specify a delivery radius. However, if you
specify a radius, this will force the customer to enter a valid address during the checkout process and a calculation helps
determine whether they are within the delivery radius. Note: if you enforce a delivery radius, the customer must enter
a valid address that can be mapped by the system to determine distance radius. They WOULD NOT be able to enter a
generic value such as Deliver to Gateway Park. Customers may not always know the address where they are located, so
specifying a radius is a decision you will need to make.

Future Dated Pre-Orders Tab
This will allow you to enter future dates/times that you are wanting to take pre-orders for. Customers will be able to be
given your direct ordering link or your food restaurants/caterer name or number, and they will be able to order from
you and select one of these future dates. This would be used on the occasion that you are catering a special event and
need to determine how much product or how much preparation time you will need. Just like in normal intraday (ondemand) ordering, the customer goes through the entire check-out process and you receive payment immediately. This
should only be used for future dates and you should use the My Status screen to Go Online/Active to take orders for
intraday (orders for today). An exception to this might be if you wanted to take pre-orders this evening to have pickup
or delivery between 4:00 – 7:00 PM for example. In this case, you might want to start taking pre-orders throughout the
day, but you don’t want to show up as Active/Online on our map for on-demand orders, because otherwise, somebody
could schedule an order for 2:00 PM and you wouldn’t be able to fulfill this order.
You can also quickly access the Order Prep Time on this screen as well since you will want to verify this setting for future
dated pre-orders which may be different than what you would like this setting to be for intraday (on-demand) orders.
Note: you will not appear on our mapping/search page if all you have defined are future dated pre-order dates.
Customers will still be able to get to your ordering screen if you give them your direct ordering link, food
restaurants/caterer number, or name. However, if a customer simply searches for active restaurants/caterers by
proximity, unless you are currently Online/Active in the system on the My Status page, you will not appear in casual
searches by customers.
Optionally, you can provide a Maximum Delivery Radius if you have enabled delivery orders. This alongside, the Address
field on this screen will be used to validate that the customer’s delivery order is within range. If you provide a delivery
radius, then the Address field is required on this screen. The address will also be displayed on the Thank
You/Confirmation Page after a customer submits the order. If provided, it will also display in the auto-responder email
that the customer receives.

Configure Assets
On the Future Pre-Orders screen, you can now define multiple restaurants/caterers/assets.

Basically, this is all a matter of preference for restaurants/caterers. Some restaurants/caterer owners will
prefer to have separate accounts with us if they have multiple restaurants/caterers. Having separate accounts
gives you the benefit of being able to set throttling differently depending on the restaurants/caterer as well as
have alerts and ordering tracking only going to that respective restaurants/caterer.
However, for some folks, they may like to centrally manage all their restaurants/caterers and want all
configuration available under one SoHungry account. In order to make lives easier down this path, ‘Assets’
gives you a way to assign each pre-order to a restaurants/caterer and as orders come in, they are
automatically tagged/linked to that specific restaurants/caterer. Know that centrally managing all your
restaurants/caterers under one SoHungry account will share the same throttling and alert settings as well as
all the other settings since everything under the Settings screen is global. When you are on the Order Tracking
screen you can use Advanced Search and search just for orders going to Restaurants/caterer #1 or

Restaurants/caterer #2, etc... You can also use the Export Orders screen under Reporting and it will now
display whichever Asset is assigned to that order as well.
Configure Assets is a link that will appear when adding or editing a Future Pre-Order entry. If your
asset/restaurants/caterer has not yet been defined, click this link and add all your restaurants/caterers to the
system. These will then be available for selection back on the Future Pre-Order screen when adding or editing
entries.

My Status
You will typically use this screen on a regular basis if you don’t have set hours of operation and you want to immediately
make yourself active for the day to take orders.
Confirm your location on the map, also, select the last time wherein you’ll accept an online order for the day, then click
Go Online. If you specified 9:00 PM as the last time you will accept an online order for the day, only 15-minute intervals
up to 9:00 PM will be able to be selected by the customer and, once 9:00 PM has been reached you will be automatically
deactivated. Once this happens, no additional orders will be allowed to be submitted to you. You will need to toggle
this status each day wherein you are ready to receive and process online orders.

Order Tracking Screen
After you have gone Online and have become Active to take orders, or even if you are viewing the details of any orders
that have been placed for future dates, you will use this screen to see all the information related to the details of your
orders. Any orders coming due in 30 minutes or less will be highlighted in RED. You can optionally mark orders as
Received after you have read them to help distinguish from other new orders that may still be arriving.
As mentioned earlier in this document, there is a variety of ways that you can operate and take in the orders that have
been submitted. You can click Customer Receipt or Kitchen Ticket if you have a Bluetooth receipt printer that you are
able to connect to from your device. If the popup receipt does not launch and you are doing this from within the app, as
mentioned earlier, try using the web-based browser version to manage SoHungry. If you have a Star Micronics printer
that supports PassPrnt, you will need to download the PassPrnt App from the App Store and then use the Print PassPrnt
button on the SoHungry customer receipt (or kitchen ticket) to print the receipt through the PassPrnt App. See Printing
Receipts further below.
Food preparation… If you have a place to dock your device near your cooking station, you can read directly off the
device to prepare the food, you can use the printed receipt specified above, or, you can transcribe the order onto a
paper that you then use at your cooking station. Mark the order complete to get it off your main tracking view.
Depending on how you are transitioning the order to your cooking station, you may choose to mark it received, or mark
it complete immediately after you transition it, or you may choose to mark it complete after you’ve finalized the food
and placed it in your window for pickup. Keep in mind that if you have certain order throttling options defined, they
may be impacted by how you operationalize and transition the order to your cooking station.
After you’ve marked an order complete, if you need to view it again, click the checkbox to “Include recent orders that
were marked completed”. This will allow you to view the order again.
You can use Advanced Search to search for orders by customer last name or order date. Under Advanced Search, you
can also download and export all orders and all your contacts to an Excel/CSV file. However, please note that these
export buttons are unavailable when on a mobile device since many mobile devices don’t get you the capability of
saving a file onto them.
There are quick filters at the top of the page for searching for today’s orders (this is the default view), orders within the
past 10 days, and orders within the past 50 days.
Above the orders is an Order Summary button. This will give you a summary of each menu item so you can more easily
prepare the food in bulk. For example, it will show you if there are 10 hot dogs across all the orders that are currently in
view. This section will summarize ANY orders that are currently in view and on the screen. Therefore, if you change the
search criteria or filter criteria and more or less orders are displayed on the screen, this will alter what is displayed in the
Order Summary section.
For each order in the view, you can:
Mark Order Received – this will mark the order to assist with however you typically intake orders and get them
prepared. After you’ve printed the receipt and began cooking, or recorded the order elsewhere, you can toggle this
switch. The order will be highlighted in a color to help distinguish it from any new orders that continue to come in,
which you haven’t seen yet. You this toggle however you best see fit to help you keep organized.
Print Receipt – You can print a Customer Receipt as well as a Kitchen Ticket in SoHungry. The former has additional cost
information on it whereas the latter is mostly just the food items for your meal cooking and prep stations. See Printing
Receipts below.

Mark Complete – as mentioned above, this will just change the status of the order from Submitted to Completed and
will remove it from your default view. This can also open up your ordering queue to allow additional orders to be
submitted depending on whether or not you have configured specific Order Throttling options that are dependent upon
Submitted vs. Completed orders.
Notify Customer – this will send the customer an SMS Text Msg. to let them know their order is ready for pickup from
your restaurants/caterer. The invoice number is also provided in this notification to the customer. Note: For obvious
reasons, if the customer didn’t supply a mobile number when submitting the order, they will not receive the SMS Text
Msg.

Receipt Printing
You can now print receipts using your Square “Transactions” screen and full order information now populates in your
Square Transaction. More information regarding auto-printing from Square can be found here:
https://squareup.com/help/us/en/article/5194-print-order-tickets
Additionally, in the Square App, you can turn on to automatically print new orders as they arrive:

To configure the Square app to print the order automatically you will need to do the following:
1. Go to the Settings section of the app.
2. Scroll to the Orders section and tap Print Orders.
3. Toggle Automatically Print New Orders.

If you are using Clover, we also send the full order details to Clover so you can also print out of the Clover App as well.
Receipts will auto-print to your default receipt printer if one is connected using Clover.
You can also print receipts directly in SoHungry if your receipt printer supports either printing from an HTML web
browser on your device via BlueTooth, or is a Star Micronics PassPrnt-capable printer.
When printing in SoHungry, you can print a Customer Receipt or a Kitchen Ticket for your orders. Kitchen Ticket is a
slimmed down version which shows what is needed to prepare the food whereas the Customer Receipt has cost
information and additional order information. Some people choose to just print one receipt to save on paper and use it
to serve both purposes. In other words, you could use the Kitchen Ticket as the same receipt that you place with the
food when your customer picks it up out of your window (or when you deliver it if you offer delivery). Or visa versa. It is
your choice on which one, or both, that you use.
SoHungry renders both of these “receipts/tickets” in a browser tab. For this reason, any receipt printer capable of
printing a browser web page, should be able to print a SoHungry receipt. To test this, just open the home page of
google.com in your web browser on your device and go up to the Print option to print this web page. If you are able to
print the home page of google, you should be able to print our receipts.
When you print these receipts, this will render a new browser tab and a responsive receipt that will scale based on your
printer properties. For example, if you print to a normal 8 ½ x 11in paper, it will take up the entire piece of paper. If you
print to a small receipt printer, it should shrink and render appropriately. In most cases when clicking the print receipt
button, it will launch a new browser tab and automatically load the print confirmation window. If this does not happen,
your normal web page “print” should be used. If you have a Star Micron printer that supports PassPrnt, you will need to
download the PassPrnt App from the App Store and then use the Print PassPrnt button on the SoHungry receipt to print
the receipt through the PassPrnt App.
Note: Not all receipt printers are capable of doing a normal browser or HTML printed page and additional software
sometimes needs installed. For this reason, we recommend Star Micronics receipt printers that are Bluetooth as well as
PassPrnt-capable. With these printers, you will connect via your devices Bluetooth settings and pair them, as well as you
will need to install the Star Micronics “PassPrnt” app from the App Store and perform a slight configuration using the
steps below. When you click the Print button on the Order Tracking screen, it will pop open your default web browser.
From there, you can do an ordinary HTML Print, or click on the PassPrnt button on the receipt that has just opened in
your browser. PassPrnt will hand control over to the PassPrnt app that you have installed on your device and it will
connect and print to your Star Micronics PassPrnt printer.
A list of PassPrnt printers can be found here. Make sure the one you select is also Bluetooth capable.

https://www.starmicronics.com/Pages/passprnt-receipt-printer-app-ios-ipad-androidtablet-bluetooth-printing
Below steps were verified on a TSP143IIIB Star Micronics Bluetooth enabled and
PassPRNT cable receipt printer. This will help you perform your initial printer setup. The
details on this printer can be found here:
https://starmicronics.com/pages/tsp143iii-thermal-receipt-printer-usb-bluetooth-wireless

1. Turn printer on and go into Bluetooth settings on your device that you will be using with
SoHungry. Pair with the printer. You should see TSP100 in your Bluetooth device list. Select it to
pair with it.
2. Download Star PassPRNT App from App Store.

3. Launch the PassPRNT App.
4. Leave “Desktop” selected.
5. Click the Search button.
6. Device should appear at the top of screen.
7. Select it and you should see “Success”.
8. Configure any other settings such as Partial or Tear as necessary.
9. Now, log-in to your SoHungry account and go to the Order Tracking page.
10. Click the Print Receipt button on the order that you want to print, then select PassPrnt.
11. It will ask you if you want to launch the PassPRNT app. Click OK. The receipt will now print.

Event Calendar
The event calendar will allow you to communicate where and when you’ll be serving up food. This is read-only
information for your followers, and you can find a direct link on the Settings/Advertise page to give people a quick view
to see your schedule. Note: Your event calendar in NO WAY will automatically make you active to take orders and in no
way is associated with any Future Dates (Pre-order events) that you have defined. You can also import and
automatically sync with a Google Calendar that you might maintain so you don’t have to manually enter your events
each day. Once a day, all events in your Google Calendar will be automatically added into SoHungry’s “Calendar of
Events” public page and people with your direct calendar link will be able to see them. For this reason, you should
devote a separate Google Calendar just for this effort. You wouldn’t want your personal events to start showing up in
SoHungry! Also, it is suggested that you only add a Zip Code in your Google Calendar in the location field. The reason
for this is that if we have trouble mapping the address/location that you specify in this field, you could easily show up in
an invalid location. If we cannot map the location that was imported from your Google Calendar, your event will simply
show up as 0 miles to customers. If you need to update an event that was imported from your Google Calendar, you will
need to update it in your calendar. Otherwise, the next time the daily sync runs, it will overwrite any changes you made
directly to that event in SoHungry.

Menu Setup
This screen is your main menu configuration area.
Once you have selected a Payment provider under Settings, additional sync/import options may appear. For example,
you can import an existing menu from Square or Clover. Note, that if you import from Square or Clover, only the main
menu items will be imported and not the more complex configurations. We call these Food Extras in SoHungry. See the
Food Extra section further below. You can also manually add your menu items. This can take a little bit of time at first
depending on the complexity of your menu. However, once you have it loaded and configured, it is typically just subtle
changes to keep it up to day. From the main menu setup screen, you can also move the menu items up and down on
the screen. This adjusts the order that they will appear from top to bottom as your customer is viewing your menu.
Menu Items
Fields: Name, Description, Category, Price, and Image Upload (photo of your food)
To upload an image or photo of your food, browse to the image, then click the upload button. The names of the buttons
can slightly differ depending on your device. When on a smartphone, you will have the option of choosing a photo from
your camera roll or taking a new photo with the camera. After your upload is completed, you will need to refresh the
screen or re-load the Edit screen on that particular menu item, before the image will load. Note: Your photo will not be
displayed on the main menu setup screen, however it will be displayed when you go to Test Ordering and this is
effectively how your customers will see your menu.
Categories

Categorize your menu options however you see fit. For example, you could have a category called desserts, beverages,
or even Dinner Options, or Entrées. However, you typically show your printed menu is how you would most likely want
to structure it in SoHungry. You can also move the categories up and down on the screen. This adjusts the order that
they will appear from left to right at the top of your menu. The default view of your menu is showing all menu items,
regardless of their category. However, the customer can choose one of the categories at the top of your menu to filter
down to only show food that is within each of your categories.
Food Extras
Food Extras can be things like condiments, additional free options, or even upsell options for an additional fee.
Food Extras allow you to make many customizations and enforce any selection criteria that might be needed. The Food
Extras get loaded onto a confirmation screen for each menu item that the customer is trying to add to their order. You
can even attach additional pricing to these. As an example, you could have a Food Extra Category called “Burger
Toppings”. Then, create lettuce, tomato, onion, and mushrooms. You could leave the default of $0.00 on each of these
items, but maybe you want to set an additional $0.99 if they choose mushrooms. Food Extras make this possible.
Example: Let’s assume you have two options for French Fries, Large and Small. Instead of adding two different menu
items for Large Fries and Small Fries, if you wanted, you could create one menu option just called “Fries”. Then, when
the customer adds it to their cart, they would be prompted to make a selection of choosing Large Fries or Small Fries. To
do this, you would set a $0.00 charge on the main “Fries” menu item. Then, create a Food Extra Category called Fry
Sizes and add Large Fries and Small Fries as the two items underneath it. Then, click on the Advanced Options button
and select “Require a specific quantity or range of items (forces customer to make a selection)”. This is because,
you definitely need the customer to make a selection of either the Large or Small Fries options. This prevents them from
continuing until they’ve made a selection. Then, underneath that select, choose “1” for the Minimum Qty Required and
“1” for the Maximum Qty Required. This is because you want the customer to choose 1 and only 1 option which would
be the size of fries.
In the above example, you forced the customer to make a selection and you would’ve set the pricing at the Food Extra
Item level rather than the main menu item level.
Example: You want to put together a Family Meal Deal menu item. So, you would create the Family Meal Deal main
menu item and set your price for it. Now, let’s assume you need the customer to choose anywhere from 2-3 sides. So,
you would create a Food Extra Category called side dishes. Add each side dish option as a Food Extra Item underneath
that category. Then, under Advanced Options, you would select “2” for the Minimum Qty Required and “3” for the
Maximum Qty Required. This is because you want the customer to choose 2 to 3 items from the side dishes section.
By default, all Food Extra Items are optional since the most used use-case is asking the customer to select condiments.
However, there are many times when you might want the customer to select 1 and only 1 dressing if they’re ordering a
salad. Or, maybe force the customer to make a selection and add 2 sauces to be included if they’re ordering wings.

Menu Management/Inventory
With the Menu Management/Inventory Module, the concept is that you create Menu Templates in order to set your
default menu item counts or allow only specific menu items to be available. Then, when you Go Active/Go Online, or
when you create a Future Pre-Order event, you can assign one of these templates. For example, you could have a
Thanksgiving Menu and assign it to a specific Future Pre-Order date. You can have a lunch menu and a dinner menu
separately or any other menu and name it accordingly.
Once a template is assigned to one of these events, it creates a unique Menu Sheet for that event and then you can
adjust the counts as appropriate.
As orders are submitted to you, the counts on the items are decremented in the assigned Menu Sheet. Once an item
reaches ‘0’, that item can no longer be ordered. It will not appear on the menu if the count reaches ‘0’. Likewise, if for
example you have 3 Burgers remaining and the customer tries to order 4 Burgers, they will get an error message that
states that due to inventory levels, they may only order up to 3 Burgers. You can return to the Inventory screen at any
time to check on counts of items remaining on your various Menu Sheets and even manually adjust those counts as
necessary.
You can also use the Inventory Module to limit certain menu items so they are either available or not available to
specific events. This is a way to support multiple menus in the system. Create an Menu Template for Lunch and a
separate Menu Template for Dinner as an example. Then, when you go Online/Active for lunch or dinner, or when you
create Future Pre-Order records for lunch or dinner, just apply the appropriate template.
Note: Any new menu items that you haven’t yet saved to an Menu Sheet will default to being allowed since no default
Quantity value has yet been established. If you add a new menu item, make sure to go into your Menu Templates or

specific Menu Sheets and save a Quantity value as appropriate. During the ordering process, if a menu item is not found
in inventory, it is assumed to be available.

Menu Templates and Menu Sheets can be found be going to Menu Setup and then clicking on the Menu Management
tab.

From the Manage Menus screen, you can then add or modify your default Menu Templates and add or modify Menu
Sheets that have been applied to a specific date or a specific future pre-order.

Test Ordering
Once you have configured your menu items and your various settings, you may want to click on Test Ordering. This
allows you to test your menu and view it as if you were a customer. This will walk you through the ordering process
similar to how your customer will walk through the process. It allows you to see and test your configurations as well.
When testing, since you might not be Online/Active yet, or you might not have any Future Pre-Order dates defined, you
will need to configure your availability by either creating a future pre-order date, or temporarily going Online, so you

have some order pickup or delivery times available to choose during checkout. Your active times and future pre-order
dates will get loaded in the dropdown as available pickup (or delivery) times in 15-minute intervals. All validation in
regards to any Order Prep Times, Throttling, and Minimum Order Amounts, etc… will all be enabled when you test your
menu so that only allowed/permitted time slots will appear for your customer to choose.
The only difference when you are logged in and testing your menu, is that at the top of the screen, you will see a “Test
Mode” message. When you are testing your menu, you have the ability to submit the order without making a payment
using the Skip Payment button on the last screen. This way, you don’t have to keep paying yourself (the money still goes
into your Square, Clover, or Paypal account) if you make a normal payment. So, if you Skip Payment, you will not be
forced to enter a payment method such as a credit card, and no money is transferred. However, this is valuable if you
need to be able to test your Order Alerts as well as see the email that is generated to your customer (since you will get
Bcc’d on it). If you click on Pay Now, this will be a live payment (to yourself) even while you are in Test Mode.
While you are in Test Mode, you will also see your direct ordering link (at the top of the screen) that you can send to
your customers when you are ready to take orders. This same link can be found under Settings/Advertise along with
other helpful direct links. You can also Log Out and test it as your customers would see it, however when you are logged
out, there is no way to Skip Payment and likewise, you would definitely need to ensure you are either online/active by
using the My Status page, or you’d have to have one or more future pre-order dates defined. Otherwise, you would
show up as not taking online orders when you click to try and order as a customer and you are no longer in Test Mode.

Timeslot Troubleshooting
While you are in Test Mode, if any timeslots were removed due to your Order Prep Time or Throttling settings, you will
see a Timeslot Troubleshooting button below the date/time dropdown. If you click on this button, you will see any
timeslots that were excluded from the dropdown due to your configured settings.

Reporting Dashboard
From the My Account sub-menu, you can click on Reporting to view your reporting dashboard.
Orders – Month over Month – order counts and totals for each month.
Orders – Specific Month – view daily order counts and totals for each day in the selected month.
Inventory – Items Sold – view your main menu item counts and food extra item counts that were sold across orders.

BumpKDS (kitchen display system)
SoHungry’s Order Tracking Screen also allows you to view orders real-time, mark them completed, as well as notify
customers when their order is ready for pickup. However, the BumpKDS application is an additional offering which
might work well for you if you have multiple kitchen stations such as if you’re a brick & mortar restaurant.
SoHungry has been integrated into the Bump KDS system which can be found at https://bumpkds.com
Note: At the present time, BumpKDS only works with Square.
BumpKDS is meant to be a digital way of viewing and working your kitchen orders and marking them complete without
printing tickets. It allows you to setup one or more kitchen display terminals and have only certain items displayed on

each particular terminal. For example, at your Grill Station you could setup an iPad or a Tablet and login to your Bump
KDS account and configure it to only show the Burgers category on that terminal.
As orders are placed in SoHungry, these orders will automatically get created in Square and BumpKDS.
Note: If you setup a Bump terminal as an Expeditor and select to view all categories on that terminal, then all line items
on the SoHungry order will get displayed. Otherwise, only items that you initially created in your Square account and
have pulled into your SoHungry account (by using the Sync Square Menu button in SoHungry, will get pushed to
individual Bump terminals.

Steps to follow if you want to see the order pickup date/time in BumpKDS:
If you would like to use BumpKDS and also see the order pickup or delivery times that a customer has specified on the
SoHungry order, you can follow the below steps to allow these dates/times to also display on your BumpKDS terminal:

1. Log into Square and create an inventory item called "SoHungry Note". You can give it a category name
such as "Order Notes" or whatever you want to name the category. The inventory item however must
be named exactly as stated above.
2. Go into SoHungry and do a Sync Square Menu to pull in this new menu item.
3. Go into your Bump KDS terminal and make sure to select so that the category that you created above
so this category gets displayed on that particular terminal. In this case, you would also select the
"Order Notes" category on that terminal.
When orders get placed, you will see the new line item automatically added to the order in Square and
therefore your Bump terminal and we will populate it with the order date/time details. Here is how it will
appear in BumpKDS:

